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ABSTRACT 

 

NAVID FARAHI.  In-situ measurement of dimensions and surface profile of 

axisymmetric objects using fringe projection technique.  

(Under the direction of DR. FARAMARZ FARAHI) 

 

Fringe projection technique has been a powerful tool for 3D metrology and surface 

profilometry with high repeatability. However, for in-situ measurement of objects with 

highly specular surfaces, large dimensions, and large varying slopes, acquiring high 

precision measurements is a challenge. We developed an inverse projected-fringe 

technique for in-situ measurement of form and surface profile of axisymmetric parts having 

those characteristics. A computer simulation-based method, the CAD model and a master-

part were used to produce the inverse fringes as well as to find the best measurement trace 

passing through the symmetrical axis of the part that offers the best signal to noise ratio. 

This technique measures the deviation from a CAD model or a master-part and provides 

an accuracy of better than 10 microns for the part with a radial dimension of about 10 cm. 

It is shown that the proposed technique improves the signal to noise ratio and the 

repeatability of the system compared to the standard fringe projection technique, in 

particular for those areas with steep slopes. An in-situ system has been developed for on-

machine repeatability and reproducibility tests. The tests showed that the repeatability and 

reproducibility of the system are still better than 10 microns. Finally, a hybrid method has 

been used to produce the inverse projected-fringe patterns for the inspection of 

axisymmetric parts having complex surface structures in addition to large dimensions and 

large varying slopes. 
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION 

 

  In- situ measurement of the form and surface profile of large axisymmetric 

parts with large varying slopes with micron-level resolution is a challenge in manufacturing 

[1-3]. Currently, in most cases, the part is dismounted off the machine for measurement, 

which is a time-consuming process. An in-situ technique can eliminate this problem and 

the challenge of realigning the part on the machine if additional machining steps are 

needed.  

An example of a part made for this study by a CNC lathe machine is shown in 

Figure 1-1 that is a hemisphere on a flat base with diameter of about 10 cm. The principal 

characteristics of such parts are: being large (compared to the distance of the measurement 

system to the part), axisymmetric, having specular surface and a large range of slopes. 

 

Figure 1-1: A lathe part used for this study, demonstrating a large axisymmetric part with specular 

surface and a large range of slope. 

 

Currently, portable Coordinate Measuring Machines are being used for on-machine 

measurement of the form with an accuracy of a few tens of microns [4, 5]. In order to 
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measure a part, a user have to move the probe by hand and drag the probe over the part. 

This method is susceptible to human errors. Furthermore, the trace of measurement is 

controlled only by hands and is not automated. In order to achieve a better accuracy, 

traditional CMMs [6] are used. However, as mentioned above, the part needs to be 

dismounted off the machine to use a traditional CMM with the accuracy of a few microns 

or less. But, this is a time-consuming process, and we will have the errors caused by 

realigning the part on the machine if further machining steps are needed. 

For a fast and precise in-situ 3D shape monitoring on CNC lathes, optical methods 

are good candidates. Methods such as triangulation, confocal sensing, absolute distance 

interferometry, shadow projection or fringe projection [7-11]. All of these techniques can 

achieve a few microns or sub-micron precision as well as sufficiently high measurement 

rates. Some of these techniques have already been employed for in situ measurements for 

other machine types [12].  

Valiño et al. used shadow projection by employing a laser micrometer scanner for 

absolute three-dimensional shape of a shaft [2], which had been successfully applied in a 

metalworking lathe before. This system has a light illumination unit and a light detection 

unit. These two units need to be on opposite sides of the part. While the laser is scanning 

the part, due to the part shape, it blocks the laser from reaching the detector (making 

shadow on the detector) hence, its form can be measured. However, this system is not able 

to resolve concave profiles and is too bulky to easily fit into a lathe. 

Recently, Kuschmierz et al. employed a laser Doppler distance sensor with phase 

evaluation (P-LDD sensor) [1]. The P-LDD sensor offers a lateral velocity measurement 

in addition to the axial distance measurement [13]. This provides simultaneous 

https://www.scientific.net/author-papers/g-vali%C3%B1o
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measurement of the mean radius and the deviation from the mean radius of the rotating 

workpiece. Hence, an absolute shape measurement with a single sensor is possible. 

However, due to increasing uncertainties at parts with large varying slope the P-LDD 

sensor needs to be kept aligned perpendicular to the surface part at all time, that can be 

challenging task. 

Another optical method is laser scanner that can be used for this purpose. Laser 

scanners rely on the signals reflected back from the workpiece surface to the receiving unit. 

The strength of the returning signal is influenced by a few factors including incidence angle 

and reflectivity of the surface. Specular surfaces with large varying slopes usually have a 

large range of reflection back to the receiving unit. It has been observed that surfaces of 

different reflectivity result in systematic errors in range. For some materials these errors 

may reach amounts several times larger than the standard deviation of a single range 

measurement.  These can be avoided if the object is temporarily coated with a unique 

material which, is not applicable for in-situ measurement.  [14-16]. 

Photogrammetry is another optical method. It typically employs the stereo 

technique to measure 3-D shape. The process of measurement on the images can be 

performed by automatic or semi-automatic procedures. In the first case, very dense point 

clouds are obtained, even if at the expense of inaccuracy and missing areas. In the second 

case, very accurate measurements can be acquired, for a very small number of points [17].  

The second case is used for part measurement in combination with other techniques such 

as Fringe Projection (FP) in order to stitch the data and create a global coordinate [18]. 

Fringe Projection technique for measuring form and surface roughness [17, 8] is a 

well stablished technique in industrial metrology. In this research, we investigate the 
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limitations of fringe projection technique for in-situ measurement of the large 

axisymmetric part with a large varying slope shown in Figure 1-1. We report the 

development of a new fringe projection system that overcomes those limitations. 

 

1.1 Evaluating Standard Fringe Projection technique for lathe part measurement 

 Currently, there are several commercially available FP systems such as ATOS 

from GOM and COMET L3D from ZEISS [19-23]. These are generally good for 

measuring objects with Lambertian surfaces. In order to assess the capabilities and 

limitations of the Standard Fringe Projection (SFP) technique in measuring the part in 

Figure 1-1, we used ATOS Core, Figure 1-2. ATOS and similar fringe projection systems 

use blue light projection technology in order to capture high quality images. The reflectivi- 

 

Figure 1-2: The hemispherical part under preparation for a test measurement by an ATOS Core 

system. Courtesy of GOM Company.  

 

ty coefficients of the blue and UV spectrums are usually low, especially for the metallic 

surfaces, thus reflections will be reduced to some extent; however, for the part with high 

specular surface the use of blue light was not enough hence, we applied the High Dynamic 

Range (HDR) mode for the best test result. The HDR mode produces HDR images to 
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improve the SNR of the camera image of the fringe patterns. Furthermore, we changed the 

position of the system a few times to collect the best data from various viewing angles as 

needed. Figure 1-3 shows the final measurement results. As is noticed, the system provides 

 

Figure 1-3: The result of measurement on the hemispherical part when no coating has been 

applied. Courtesy of GOM Company. 

more reliable measurements for the regions away from the flat base. As a consequence of 

such a specular surface, for the region close to the flat base, which is susceptible to spurious 

reflections, the result is not reliable. The wrinkled shape for half of the hemisphere shows 

an error of 100 microns or higher. To resolve this problem and decrease the effect of the 

spurious reflections, a coating step is usually performed before measuring such a specular  

 

Figure 1-4: a) The part after being coated and b) the result of measurement on the part after being 

coated. Courtesy of GOM Company. 

part, Figure 1-4a. The result of the measurement on the coated part, Figure 1-4b, shows 

significant improvement. The coating makes the surface more Lambertian relative to pre-
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coated surface hence, reduces the spurious reflections. But the coating step is not 

acceptable for an in-situ measurement. 

  In order to understand the reasons that the system is challenged around the 

area closer to the flat base, we projected straight parallel fringes on the part, Figure 1-5a 

and selected two regions, one on the steep slope and the other on the shallow slope. Figure 

1-5b and 1-5c are the zoomed-in areas respectively. Comparing the fringes in both regions, 

we notice that the fringe period changes as the slope of the part increases relative to the 

camera sensor plain. Furthermore, the quality of the fringes decreases as the area is getting 

closer to the flat base. In another word, the noise caused by pixelation error adds up to the 

noise caused by spurious reflections in that area, Figure 1-5b. As a solution, if somehow  

 

Figure 1-5: A parallel fringe pattern projected on the part to demonstrate how the fringe quality 

changes for different regions. 

 

the fringe period could be kept unchanged all over the part, the pixelation error on the 

camera image would decrease and the SNR would improve for the area with sharp slope. 
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Figure 1-6: a) An Inverse Projected-Fringe pattern produced for the object in b, b) the object when 

the IPF pattern projected on it. After [25]. 

Kalms et al. [24, 25], introduced a method to produce specific fringe pattern for the 

projector such that when illuminated and then captured by the camera it shows a pattern of 

straight parallel fringes.  In fact, the fringe pattern is adapted to the form of the master-part. 

They developed this technique for inspection purposes. We call this type of fringe pattern 

“Inverse Projected-Fringe” (IPF) pattern in this dissertation. Figure 1-6a shows an IPF 

pattern produced for an object and after projection the IPF on the object, Figure 1-6b shows 

the camera image and the straight fringes on the part.  

As an advantage of this technique, the deviation from a master-part is easy to be 

noticed for the purpose of inspection. When a residue was attached to the neck of the 

sculpture shown in Figure 1-6, as a result of this technique the phase-map showed the 

residual as a sharp change in the phase, Figure 1-7.   
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Figure 1-7: The phase-map as a result of IPF technique, showing a residue that was added. The 

residue appeared as a sharp change in the phase map. After [25]. 

 

 

Figure 1-8: The flowchart for the complete fringe inversion process by mapping the phase-maps. 

After [25]. 
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The general procedure of the Inverse Projected-Fringe technique by coordinate 

mapping using phase-map is shown in the flowchart of Figure 8. Step-by-step the 

procedure is as follow:  

(1) Straight parallel fringes are projected on the part and the images are captured 

by the camera. By an absolute phase measurement the relationship between 

camera coordinate (i; j) and projector coordinate (l; m) is calculated as well as 

the linear intensity transformation given by basic intensity I0 and modulation 

depth I0𝛾 in Eq.1-1 for future data processing in step (4).  

          𝑰𝑪𝒂𝒎 = 𝑰𝟎 + 𝑰𝟎𝜸 𝐜𝐨𝐬(𝝋).  (1-1) 

   

(2) The geometric inversion from 2D camera into 2D projector is performed by 

local linear interpolation. As a result, the camera-projector coordinate 

transformation function is calculated. 

(3) A desired intensity pattern is defined (in this case straight parallel sinusoidal 

fringes) that is expected to be seen by the camera. The values of the IPF pattern 

to be projected can be calculated using the camera-projector coordinate 

transformation function and the camera desired intensity pattern. The IPF 

pattern is projected on the object and the images are captured by the camera. 

(4) The recorded intensities are still changed by the properties of the setup (e.g. 

surface color, reflectivity …). They can be processed using the intensity 

transformation parameters I0 and I0𝛾 from step (1). For evaluation of phase 

changes the pure cosine phase component 𝐼𝑐𝑜𝑠 can be extracted by subtracting 

I0 and dividing by I0𝛾. 
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(5) Out of the pure cosine part 𝐼𝑐𝑜𝑠 the differential phase (changes from master to 

sample object) is evaluated. 

Samara et al. developed a similar IPF technique for the purpose of measuring the 

surface roughness of objects with the size of about a few millimeters or smaller [26, 27]. 

Like Kalms method they used a phase-map made by projecting straight parallel fringes to 

produce IPF pattern. They showed that if the projector and camera are symmetrically setup 

and the object is small, mathematically there is a simpler way to create IPF pattern. They 

used this technique to directly measure the surface roughness. By projecting the IPF 

pattern, camera captures the parallel fringes locally distorted by surface roughness, Figure 

1-9a, and the phase-map shows the surface features, Figure 1-9b. As a result of this 

technique the height-map of the surface roughness is measured, Figure 1-9c. 

 

Figure 1-9: a) The camera image of the IPF pattern on the sample, b) the phase-map and c) the 

height-map. After [27]. 

As a summary of above evaluations, the SFP technique was not appropriate to 

measure large lathe parts with specular surfaces and large range of slopes. The fringe 

concentration on the steep slopes and the spurious reflections cause errors in the resultant 

phase-map. On the other hand, the IPF techniques reviewed above, could resolve the 

problem of fringe concentration and pixelating error on the steep slope regions however, 

they still need projecting straight parallel fringes for producing the first phase-map in order 

to produce IPF pattern. We showed earlier this does not work for a part such as the one 
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shown in Figure 1-1. Hence, we need another method to produce IPF for such parts, other 

than using SFP phase-map.  

Considering the fact that the form is known and the part is axisymmetric, lead us to 

a new way that not only enables us to produce the IPF pattern, but also to take advantage 

of the axisymmetric characteristic to achieve a more accurate result. An important 

advantage of this method is that only one accurate measurement over a trace passing 

through the symmetrical axis, provides the whole 3D information of the part.  

1.2 Outline of the study 

In Chapter 2, we develop a lab prototype of an IPF system with one camera. We 

describe the steps of the IPF technique which is based on optical modeling of the system 

(projector-part-camera) and the CAD model of the part as well as the master-part shown in 

Figure 1-1. We employ the prototype to do measurement on the master-part separately 

using the IPF technique and the SFP technique. In the end, we compare both techniques 

and discuss the results.  

In Chapter3, we present an in-situ IPF system to perform on machine tests. We add 

a second camera to increase the field of view. We show that this system is practically a 

system comprised of two separate IPF sub-systems, and each sub-system measures the area 

of the part that the corresponding camera can capture. We describe how to combine the 

results of both IPF systems to measure the whole part.  We present a method that enable us 

to select the best measurement trace based on SNR analysis. Finally, we perform on-

machine tests and report the results of surface roughness measurement, accuracy, 

repeatability and reproducibility test of the system. 
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In Chapter 4, we consider parts that neither the IPF technique based on using SFP 

phase-map nor the technique based on optical modeling can produce an appropriate IPF 

pattern. We present a hybrid method which takes advantage of the merits of both IPF 

techniques for the inspection of parts with complex structure superimposed on a large 

axisymmetric form. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



CHAPTER 2: INVERSE PROJECTED-FRINGE TECHNIQUE FOR MEASUREMENT OF 

DIMENSIONS AND SURFACE PROFILE OF AXISYMMETRIC OBJECS1 
 

 

Abstract 

An inverse projected-fringe technique based on simulating the system of a 

projector-part-camera is proposed for an on-machine inspection of axisymmetric parts. 

Parts considered for this study are relatively large, have high specular surfaces and have 

sharp slopes. A computer simulation-based method and the CAD model of the part was 

used to produce the inverse fringes as well as to find an appropriate trace passing through 

the symmetrical axis of the part that offers the best signal to noise ratio. This technique 

measures the deviation from a master-part and provides an accuracy of better than 10 

microns for the part with a radial dimension of about 10 cm. It is shown that the proposed 

technique improves the signal to noise ratio and the repeatability of the system compared 

to the standard fringe projection technique, in particular for the areas with a steep slope. 

2.1 Introduction 

Achieving micron-level resolution for an in-situ measurement of the form and 

profile of large axisymmetric parts with a large varying slope is a challenging task. 

Currently, portable Coordinate Measuring Machines (portable CMM) are used for 

applications that need the accuracy of a few tens of microns [1, 2]. However, in contrast to 

traditional CMMs, this technique is susceptible to human error. To achieve better accuracy, 

the part needs to be dismounted off the machine and use a traditional CMM with the 

accuracy of a few microns or less [3], but this is a time-consuming process. An in-situ 

                                                           
1 This paper is published in Journal of Measurement Science and Technology. 
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measurement technique solves this problem and eliminates the issues of realigning the part 

on the machine if further machining steps are needed.  

Optical methods are suitable candidates for in-situ measurement in manufacturing 

and production line. Usually, they are fast and non-contact. Among them, structured light 

projection techniques [4-9] are very well-established. In this paper, we explore the 

application of this technique for the in-situ measurement of axisymmetric parts with highly 

specular surface characteristics. Since a lathe rotates the workpiece on its axis to perform 

various operations on it in order to create an object with symmetry about an axis of rotation; 

therefore, this study covers a large variety of parts that are made with such a machine tool. 

There are several commercial 3D metrology tools currently available [10-14]. 

However, they are not designed for highly specular parts. In most cases, it is required to 

coat the part in order to make its surface more Lambertian. This coating step is not 

acceptable for an on-machine measurement.  

On the other hand, an Inverse Projected-Fringe (IPF) technique to measure parts 

with a known form has been previously reported [15-17]. The IPF technique produces new 

kinds of fringes using a master-part. Using IPF, the camera sees the straight parallel 

sinusoidal fringes on the part, as if the camera does not see the form and only sees a flat 

plane. If the master-part is replaced with a test part, the fringes have a slight distortion 

representing the deviation of the test part from the master-part. 

Here, we present a new method of producing IPF, specifically for the application 

of axisymmetric parts. Unlike aforementioned methods, our technique enables us to define 

an appropriate trace on the part that passes through its symmetrical axis in order to achieve 

the best measurement and avoid the areas with a low signal to noise ratio (SNR), knowing 
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that just one accurate measurement on one trace is all we need due to symmetry of the part.  

We will report an improved sensitivity and repeatability in comparison to the Standard 

Fringe Projection (SFP) technique. 

The rest of this article is structured as follows. In section 2.2, the Inverse Projected-

Fringe technique is introduced, the method of making the fringes are explained and the 

calibration process and fine-tuning of the required parameters are presented. The 

measurement process will be described at the end of this section. In section 2.3, the 

experimental setup and results will be presented, and the improvement in SNR and 

repeatability will be discussed. The article will be concluded in section 2.4.    

2.2 Inverse Projected-Fringe Technique 

Figure 2-1 shows a schematic of a Standard Fringe Projection (SFP) system. 

Parallel fringes are projected onto the part and a camera captures the image from another 

angle. Because of the form and surface features of the part and the angle between the 

camera and the projector, these fringes are distorted on the camera image. Distorted fringes 

contain in- formation of the form and surface features at the same time.  

 

Figure 2-1: A schematic of a Standard Fringe Projection system 
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On the other hand, the IPF technique allows projecting a pattern onto the part such 

that when viewed by the camera, parallel fringes would be observed. This is shown in 

Figure 2-2. The output image would be as if a flat surface produces the parallel fringes in 

an SFP system. Therefore, the effect of the large form is compensated. This enables us to 

reduce the effective wavelength of the system to improve the resolution needed for 

measurement of small surface features. Furthermore, by removing the effect of form, the 

high-frequency signals produced by the form in the regions with sharp slopes will be 

removed. The only other sources of high-frequency distortion are the surface features that 

can be analysed without the interference of the effect of form on the measurement.   Hence 

as we will see an IPF system, effectively, has a larger dynamic range than an SFP system. 

This will be discussed in more detail later in this paper. 

 

Figure 2-2: A schematic of an Inverse Projected-Fringe System 

 

The process of an IPF technique has three main steps [15-17]: producing IPF, 

calibration, and measurement. Before taking these three steps, we need all geometrical 

parameters that relate the projector to the part and to the camera. We measure the system’s 

geometrical alignment parameters, shortly called “system parameters” in this paper, using 
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conventional measurement tools, Figure 2-3. These parameters include distances, angles, 

tilts and decenters, which are all needed to be found with high accuracy. However, these 

measurements are considered to be rough measurements and, as will be discussed later, we 

use them as starting data in an optimization method to obtain these parameters with higher 

confidence. Using the parameters obtained by the optimization algorithm, a transformation 

matrix is derived that relates the camera pixels to the projector DMD pixels. This 

transformation matrix is essential to generate IPF. The CMM data from a master-part is 

used to calibrate the system before the final measurement of the part. 

2.2.1 Producing Inverse Projected-Fringe Patterns  

Kalms et al. used an SFP technique [17], to make a phase-map as a parameter 

connecting projector pixels to camera pixels. Knowing that the corresponding pixels have 

the same phase and using inverse problem, they produced IPF. Samara et al. by using a 

symmetrical setup could make IPF by simply mirroring the projector fringe pattern [18]. 

However, it was limited to small objects of about a few millimetres or less and systems 

having the projector and camera symmetrically set up. In the techniques mentioned above, 

a phase-map is used to connect projector pixels to camera pixels. As a result, the part is 

eliminated through the process, and we are not able to connect the camera pixels to the part 

coordinate system.   

Like Kalms' method, we use an inverse problem but in such a way that we are able 

to determine the camera to part coordinate transformation matrix as well. We simulate our 

system of projector-part-camera in the computer; therefore, we can trace back the rays from 

the CCD pixels to the part itself, which allows us to define camera to part coordinate 

transformation matrix as we need to define the optimized measurement trace. We also trace 
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back the ray to the projector to define camera to projector coordinate transformation matrix 

that we need to produce IPF.  

 

Figure 2-3. System geometrical alignment parameters of an Inverse Projected-Fringe system 

To completely define and simulate the IPF system, system parameters should be 

known to us, which are of two types. The first set of parameters includes known parameters 

such as CCD sensor size, CCD pixel pitch, projector DMD size, DMD pixel pitch and the 

CAD model of the part. The second set includes system parameters such as distances, 

angles, tilts and decenters. Figure 2-3 shows all 13 system parameters. 𝛼1 to 𝛼7 are tilts 

and rotations, Δ𝑦𝑐 is decenter, 𝛽 is the angle between the camera and the projector, 𝐷𝑝 and 

𝐷𝑐 are distances of projector lens and camera lens to the center of the part respectively, 𝑞𝑝 

and 𝑞𝑐 are distances of projector DMD and camera’s sensor array to their corresponding 

lenses, respectively. We measure these parameters using conventional tools, and for their 

accurate determination, we use an optimization method.  

 
Figure 2-4. a) Camera image of the master-part, and b) its simulated camera image 
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We use the pinhole model for the lenses in the simulation. It is necessary to 

eliminate the lens distortions before using the projector and camera images as inputs in the 

optimization code. To do that, we use the camera calibration module in MATLAB [19-

20]. Figure 2-4a is a camera image of the master-part which is a hemisphere with the 

nominal radius of 50.99 mm. Figure 2-4b shows the simulated projection of the master-

part on the camera sensor using the CAD model.  

 

Figure 2-5: a) The dot pattern for the projector, b) the camera image of the dot pattern projected onto the 

part, c) simulated camera view of ϕ azimuthal angle associated with the hemispherical part with nominal 

radius of 50.99 mm, d) simulated camera view of θ polar angle associated with the part     

In order to optimize the system parameters, we project a pattern of dots. Figure 2-

5 shows an example of such projected pattern on the part and its corresponding camera 

image. We use an image processing algorithm to label all well-defined dots on the camera 

image and their corresponding dots on the projector pattern.  These dots on the projector 

are being tracked through simulation to find their corresponding simulated dots. We try to 

adjust the simulated dot pattern to the dot pattern on the camera image, by minimizing the 
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function 𝑓, defined as the average of distances between correspondent dots in the simulated 

and real images: 

𝑓 =
1

𝑁
∑ 𝑙𝑖

𝑁

𝑖=1
 , 

 (2-2) 

 

𝑙𝑖 = √(𝑥𝑐𝑖 − 𝑥𝑠𝑖)2 + (𝑦𝑐𝑖 − 𝑦𝑠𝑖)2 ,  (2-3) 

 

where 𝑁 is the number of dots, 𝑥𝑐𝑖 is the 𝑥 component of the 𝑖th dot on the camera image, 

𝑦𝑐𝑖 is the 𝑦 component of the 𝑖th dot on the camera image,  𝑥𝑠𝑖 is the 𝑥 component of the 

𝑖th dot on the simulated image, 𝑦𝑠𝑖 is the 𝑦 component of the 𝑖th dot on the simulated image 

and  𝑙𝑖 is the distance between the 𝑖th dot on the camera image to that on the simulated 

image in pixel. 

Having the optimized system parameters, we find two principal transformation 

matrices previously discussed. First, we find the transformation matrix of the camera-

projector pixel coordinate system, which is needed to produce the IPF, and second, the 

transformation matrix of the camera pixel coordinate system to the part coordinate system, 

which is needed to define the optimum trace on the part for the measurement. The part is 

defined in a spherical coordinate system with the origin at the center of the part. 

Consequently, we will have 𝜙(𝑥𝑐, 𝑦𝑐) and 𝜃(𝑥𝑐, 𝑦𝑐), the polar and azimuthal angles 

associated with the part, Figures 2-5c and 2-5d. 𝑥𝑐 and 𝑦𝑐 are the coordinates of pixels on 

the camera. Unlike the SFP technique, this implies that the location of any test part needs 

to be the same as the location of the master-part used for optimization. In manufacturing 

and production lines, satisfying such a prerequisite is relatively easy. 

As mentioned before, we use an inverse problem to create the IPF. First, we produce 

parallel sinusoidal fringe patterns, the desired camera images, Figure 2-6a. The inset shows 

parallel fringes with a period of 24 pixels. Having the transformation matrix for camera- 
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Figure 2-6: a) The expected camera image artificially made, and b) its correspondent Inverse Projected-

Fringe pattern for the projector   

projector coordinate systems and the desired camera images, we use interpolation to 

produce the 7 IPF patterns according to 7-bucket phase-shifting. Figure 2-6b shows one of 

the IPF patterns produced for the projector as a result of this process.  

2.2.2 Calibration 

Generally, in an SFP technique, if the part height is relatively small to the distances 

of projector and camera from the reference plane, a linear relation between the phase and 

height is valid [4] as follows:   

Z(𝑥𝑐, 𝑦𝑐)   =  𝜆𝑒𝑓𝑓(𝑥𝑐, 𝑦𝑐)  . 𝜑(𝑥𝑐, 𝑦𝑐) /2𝜋  .  (2-4) 

𝜆𝑒𝑓𝑓 is the “effective wavelength” which is found through the calibration process, Z is the 

height and φ is the phase. However, this is not the case when dimensions of the part relative 

to dimensions of the system are not very small. The part shown in Figure 2-4a has a 

diameter of about 10 cm while the projector to the part and the camera to the part distances 

are 60 cm and 30 cm respectively. Therefore, 𝜆𝑒𝑓𝑓 is a nonlinear function of coordinates 

of each point on the part, which is needed to be determined for the whole volume of the 

part. However, in an IPF technique, the effect of part’s form is removed, and the 

measurement is done on the deviation from the form, which is very small in comparison 
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with the distance to the camera and the projector. For such a small height, the system 

response is linear.  

For axisymmetric objects, which is the subject of this study, the Cartesian 

coordinate system is not ideal. Defining a particular trace (or a bundle of traces) that 

connects a point on the azimuth to the pole over the surface of the sphere for the 

measurement is easier done in the spherical coordinate system. Therefore, we introduce 

Eq.2-4 for calibration as follows: 

𝑑𝑟𝑀𝑃(𝑥𝑐, 𝑦𝑐)  =  𝑟𝑀𝑃 − 𝑟𝐶𝐴𝐷 =  C(𝑥𝑐 , 𝑦𝑐) . 𝑑𝜑𝐹(𝑥𝑐 , 𝑦𝑐),  (2-5) 

 

where d𝑟𝑀𝑃 is deviation of the radius of the master-part 𝑟𝑀𝑃 from the CAD model 𝑟𝐶𝐴𝐷. 

𝑟𝑀𝑃 represents the form of the master-part, which is measured by a CMM and filtering out 

the high-frequency components associated with the small surface features. C is a 

calibration parameter, and d𝜑𝐹(𝑥𝑐, 𝑦𝑐) is the phase map after being low-pass filtered 

acquired by projecting IPF. The differential emphasizes the fact that IPF technique 

measures the deviation from the CAD model directly. 

2.2.3 Measurement process 

During the inspection, depending on the purpose of the inspection, the measurement 

data may be compared to existing CAD drawings or to a master-part or even to a previously 

scanned data. In this paper, we measure deviation from a master-part. To do that, the 

following formula is used: 

𝑑𝑟(𝑥𝑐, 𝑦𝑐)   =  C(𝑥𝑐, 𝑦𝑐). 𝑑𝜑(𝑥𝑐, 𝑦𝑐)   −  𝑑𝑟𝑀𝑃(𝑥𝑐, 𝑦𝑐),  (2-6) 

where dr is the deviation of the part from the master-part and C . d𝜑 is the deviation from 

the CAD model.  
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Figure 2-7a shows a trace on the part and Figure 2-7b shows the resultant 

calibration data map, C, in camera coordinate over that trace. Finally, dr(𝑥𝑐 , 𝑦𝑐) can be 

presented as a function of azimuthal angle, 𝜃(𝑥𝑐, 𝑦𝑐). 

It must be noted that any error in determining the transformation matrices 

propagates to the measurement error. This is particularly important for regions with steep 

slope. However, for our system, we have achieved sub-pixel resolution for transformation 

matrices in all regions.  

2.3 Experiments 

Figure 2-8 is a top view of the setup. The setup is comprised of a 1080x1920 DMD 

projector, a 3288x4608 CMOS camera, 50 mm focal length projector lens, 16 mm focal 

length camera lens, and an axisymmetric part. The projector is about 60 cm away from the 

center of the part, and the camera is about 30 cm away from the center.  

We use the system shown in Figure 2-8 to measure the surface profile of the part 

using both the IPF technique and the SFP technique. Using the same system provides a 

better comparison between these two techniques. We also apply the same high dynamic 

Figure 2-7: a) The trace defined on the camera image, using the camera to part transformation matrix, and 

b) the calibration matrix over the same trace. 
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Figure 2-8. Experimental setup 

range (HDR) imaging technique [21] for all experiments. 

Figure 2-9a shows a camera image after an IPF pattern is projected on the part. The 

insets are the zoom-in views of area A and B representing a shallow slope and a sharp slope 

area relative to the plane of the camera sensor. As both insets show, the fringes are uniform 

and parallel since the form is eliminated but have small distortions representing the 

features. 

Similarly, Figure 2-9b shows a camera image after a pattern of parallel lines is 

projected on the part to demonstrate SFP technique. The insets are the zoom-in views of 

the same areas A and B. However, as it can be seen, inset B shows higher frequency fringes 

in comparison with inset A, which is due to increase in slope. The fringes also have small 

distortions representing the features.  

In the comparison of inset A in Figures 2-9a and 2-9b, since the region is 

representing an area with a shallow slope, there is no significant difference between the 

IPF and SFP techniques. This holds true for this area since the normal vector to the surface 

is almost parallel to the camera axis.  

Both dashed lines in Figures 2-9a, b comprise of the same 3800 pixels. We take a 

1D Fourier transform over each line and calculate the signal power using Eq.2-6 as follows: 
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Figure 2-9: a) Camera image of an IPF pattern projected onto the part, b) camera image of an SFP pattern 

projected onto the part, c) FFT over the dashed line in (a), d) FFT over the dashed line in (b), e) plot of six 

randomly selected measurements over the trace shown in Figure 2-7a using IPF technique, f) plot of six 

randomly selected measurements using. 

𝑆𝑖𝑔𝑛𝑎𝑙 𝑝𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑟 = 10log (|𝐹𝐹𝑇|2)  (2-7) 

 

Figure 2-9c shows the IPF signal power over the dashed line with a sharp frequency 
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Figure 2-10: a) The inset A in Figure 2-9a for the shallow slope area relative to the camera CCD plane, b) 

the inset A in Figure 2-9b for the same area as in (a), c) plot of signal power for IPF (dashed line) and SFP 

(solid line), d) plot of 10 measurements over the 20 pixels shown with a dashed line in (a) and (b) for IPF 

(circle) and SFP (diamond) 

peak on 158 pixels representing a period of 24 pixels (3800/158) on the camera, the same 

period of the desired camera image previously made to create the IPF in section 2.2.1. In 

contrast, Figure 2-9d shows the SFP signal power over the same line that has a wide 

bandwidth because of the effect of form on the fringe spacing. As will be discussed later, 

this signal-broadening impacts resolution as well as repeatability of the measurement.  

We calibrate the IPF system as discussed in section 2.2.1 using Eq.2-4. Similarly, 

for the SFP technique we calibrate the system by substituting the CMM data of the master-

part in Eq.2-3 as follows: 
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𝑍𝑀𝑃(𝑥𝑐 , 𝑦𝑐) = 𝜆𝑒𝑓𝑓(𝑥𝑐 , 𝑦𝑐)  . 𝜑(𝑥𝑐 , 𝑦𝑐)  /2𝜋,  (2-8) 

 

where 𝑍𝐶𝑀𝑀 is the height of the master-part from the reference plane on which the 

axisymmetric part is made. In order to compare both techniques, we also need to measure 

the deviation from the form using SFP technique, therefore, we use the following 

equations: 

𝑟(𝑥𝑐 , 𝑦𝑐)   =  𝑧(𝑥𝑐 , 𝑦𝑐) /cos (𝜃(𝑥𝑐 , 𝑦𝑐) ),  (2-9) 

𝑑𝑟(𝑥𝑐 , 𝑦𝑐)   =   𝑟 −  𝑟𝐶𝐴𝐷 −  𝑑𝑟𝑀𝑃  =  𝑟 −  𝑟𝑀𝑃,  (2-10) 

 

where 𝑟 and 𝑧 are the radius and height associated with the part measured by the SFP 

technique. 𝜃 is the polar angle acquired in section 2.2.1. Figure 2-9e is a plot of 𝑑𝑟 versus 

𝜃 for six randomly selected measurement data using IPF technique. Similarly, Figure 2-9f 

is the results for SFP technique. The left sides of both plots are associated with sharp slope 

locations on the sample which show higher noise in both plots.  However, for the SFP 

technique, there is a much higher noise presence for 𝜃 in the region of 1.1 to 1.35 radians 

as opposed to that of the IPF technique. This leads to a complete loss of data for SFP 

technique for 𝜃 greater than 1.35 radian where the visibility of fringes goes to zero due to 

very low SNR and as a consequence, the phase recovery algorithm fails to extract the phase 

for that area. It also shows that the result for IPF is more consistent and the radius is always 

measured with an accuracy of better than 10 µm for a large range of slopes.  Hence, IPF 

provides advantages over SFP in the regions with a steep slope. In the following section, 

we investigate further the results presented in Figure 2-9. 

2.3.1 Signal to noise ratio and repeatability improvement 

To compare the SNR of both the IPF and SFP techniques, we apply Eq.2-6 over the 
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Figure 2-11: a) The inset B in Figure 2-9a for the sharp slope area relative to the camera CCD plane, b) the 

inset B in Figure 2-9b for the same area as in (a), c) plot of signal power for IPF (dashed line) and SFP 

(solid line), d) plot of 10 measurements over the 20 pixels shown with a dashed line in (a) and (b) for IPF 

(circle) and SFP (diamond) 

solid lines in Figures 2-10a and 2-10b, which are the inset A of Figures 2-9a and 2-9b. As 

shown in Figure 2-10c the SNR for both techniques are very similar. To see the effect of 

SNR on the repeatability of measurements, Figure 2-10d shows the result of 10 different 

measurements over the 20 pixels shown with a dashed line in Figures 2-10a and 2-10b. The 

average standard deviation for the 20 pixels is 5 microns for the IPF and 6 microns for the 

SFP technique which are very close as expected according to their SNR in Figure 2-10c. 

We perform the same process as above for a region with a sharp slope, inset B of 

Figures 2-9a and 2-9b, which are shown in Figures 2-11a and 2-11b. Figure 2-11c shows 
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the plots for the signal power of both techniques. The dashed line plot represents IPF signal 

power taken along the solid line shown in Figure 2-11a. Similarly, solid line plot represents 

SFP signal power taken along the oblique line shown in Figure 2-11b. The line is oblique 

to present normal to fringe lines. Explicitly, SNR for IPF is much better than that of SFP 

technique. To see the effect of this improvement in SNR on repeatability, Figure 2-11d 

shows the result of 10 different measurements, over 20 pixels shown with a dashed line in 

Figures 2-11a and b. As it shows, the results for the IPF technique are more precise than 

that of the SFP technique. The average standard deviation over the 20 pixels is 8 microns 

for the IPF technique, whereas for the SFP technique is 21 microns. 

2.4 Conclusions 

In this paper, we have presented an Inverse Projected-Fringe technique for the 

measurement of relatively large axisymmetric parts. We have described its principle, 

shown the feasibility of this technique and explained the prerequisites of its application. 

We have compared Standard Fringe Projection and Inverse Projected-Fringe techniques 

using the same system and shown that an optimized trace on axisymmetric parts can be 

identified in the regions with high SNR, which resulted in a more accurate measurement. 

We have also shown that the repeatability of the measurements is related to the SNR of the 

data and this technique improves the SNR and consequently repeatability, in particular, in 

the regions with a steep slope.  The developed system is fast with a repeatability of better 

than 10 microns for parts with dimensions of about 10 cm and can measure a deviation 

from a master-part or a CAD model in a production line. The results of this study are 

applicable to all machined parts made by a lathe machine tool. 
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CHAPTER 3: ON MACHINE TEST OF INVERSE PROJECTED-FRINGE SYSTEM FOR 

MEASUREMENT OF DIMENSIONS AND SURFACE PROFILE OF 

AXISYMMETRIC OBJECTS2 

Abstract 

An in-situ Inverse Projected-Fringe system for the measurement of relatively large 

axisymmetric parts is developed for on-machine inspection. Parts considered for this study 

are relatively large, highly specular and have sharp slopes. A method is proposed to find 

the best measurement trace to achieve the highest accuracy based on Signal to Noise Ratio 

(SNR) analysis. The repeatability and reproducibility tests of the system are reported. It is 

shown that the Inverse Projected-Fringe system is capable of measuring the form and the 

surface texture with an accuracy better than 10 microns. 

3.1 Introduction 

Reaching micron-level accuracy for in-situ measurement of the shape and surface 

profile of large axisymmetric parts with large varying slopes is a challenge [1-3]. Currently, 

portable Coordinate Measuring Machines (portable CMMs) are being used with an 

accuracy of a few tens of microns, but they are susceptible to human interference [4, 5]. In 

order to achieve a better accuracy, traditional CMMs [6] are used. However, the part needs 

to be dismounted off the machine to use a traditional CMM with the accuracy of a few 

microns or less. Furthermore, this is a time-consuming process, and an in-situ measurement 

technique is desired to eliminate the problems and errors caused by realigning the part on 

the machine if further machining steps are needed.  

Optical methods are usually fast and non-contact, which makes them suitable 

solutions for in-situ measurement. There are several 3D metrology tools commercially 

                                                           
2 This paper is submitted to the Journal of Precision Engineering. 
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available, and among them, structured light projection (SLP) techniques are very well-

established optical methods in the industry [7-17]. Nonetheless, they are not designed for 

highly specular parts, and a coating step is required, which is not acceptable for in-situ 

measurement.  

Inverse Projected-Fringe (IPF) technique is an SLP technique reported to measure 

parts with a known form [18-21]. An IPF technique produces a new kind of fringe pattern 

adapted to the form of a master-part that causes the camera to acquire straight parallel 

sinusoidal fringes as if the camera only captures a flat plane and does not capture the form. 

When the master-part is replaced with a test part, less distortion appears in the fringes 

representing the deviation of the test part from the master-part. We have recently reported 

a new method of producing IPF, in particular for the parts made with lathe machines 

(axisymmetric parts) [22, 23]. This method is capable of defining a measurement trace on 

the part passing through its symmetrical axis in order to achieve the best measurements by 

avoiding areas with lower SNR. In fact, due to the symmetry of the part, accurate 

measurements over only one trace is all we need.  We also reported an improved SNR and 

repeatability compared to the Standard Fringe Projection (SFP) technique. 

In this paper, we have increased the field of view of the system in order to measure 

the whole part by adding a second camera. We will discuss the requirements that this 

increased field of view imposes on our data analysis. Furthermore, we report the 

development of an in-situ IPF system using a complete on-machine measurement system 

and present: the accuracy of the measurement with respect to the reference data acquired 

using a profilometer; and the repeatability and reproducibility for on machine tests.  
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The rest of this article is structured as follows: In section 3.2, the Inverse Projected-

Fringe technique based on modeling and the in-situ system are explicated. In section 3.3, 

the results of form and surface roughness measurements, repeatability and reproducibility 

of the system will be presented and discussed. Finally, the article will be concluded in 

section 3.4. 

3.2 Inverse Projected-Fringe technique based on optical modeling 

3.2.1 Method 

Generally, the process of an IPF technique has three principal steps: producing IPF, 

calibration, and measurement. We have previously reported an IPF technique [23] in which 

we model the optical system using the 3D CAD model of the part to produce the IPF 

patterns. We acquired the system’s geometrical alignment parameters through an 

optimization process [23]. We used the pinhole model for the camera and projector lenses 

in the modeling and the optimization steps; therefore, the lens distortions needed to be 

compensated beforehand which has been done using the MATLAB “camera calibration” 

module [24, 25]. This method is particularly suitable for measuring axisymmetric parts. As 

a result of using this IPF technique, we measured the deviation from the CAD model or the 

master-part form using its CMM data. It was shown that the advantages of IPF over SFP 

become pronounced for objects with a wide range of slopes where conventional fringe 

projection techniques lose precision or fail to measure the profile.  

The previously reported system utilized only one camera. To increase the field of 

view, in this paper, we present the implementation of an in-situ system with two cameras 

on a fixture to measure the whole part. Figure 3-1a shows a schematic of the system. We 
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label the cameras as camera-1 and camera-2. In practice, this system is comprised of two 

separate IPF systems, projector-part-camera-1 and projector-part-camera-2. For both 

systems, we perform the same process of producing IPF, calibration, and measurement 

[23]. Finally, we use a stitching algorithm to stitch the measurement results from both 

systems. We use “system1” to refer to the IPF system containing camera-1 and similarly, 

“system2” for the IPF system containing camera-2.  Figure 3-1b shows the whole system 

on a Haas Tl1 lathe machine for the in-situ measurement.  

 

Figure 3-1: a) A schematic of the in-situ IPF system with two cameras, b) the system on a Haas Tl1 lathe 

machine. 

Figures 3-2a1 and 3-2b1 show the IPF patterns for system1 (IPF1) and system2 (IPF2), 

respectively. The CAD model used to produce IPF1 and IPF2 is a hemisphere with a 

diameter of 50.99 millimeters. The insets are the zoomed-in patterns corresponding to the 

selected areas showing that IPF1 and IPF2 are adapted to the CAD model (the form of the 

master-part) and are not straight parallel fringes. Figure 3-2a2 shows the image taken by 

camera-1 after an IPF1 pattern projected on the master-part. Similarly, Figure 3-2b2 is the 

image of IPF2 taken by camera-2. The insets are the zoomed-in patterns corresponding to 
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the selected areas showing that each camera image shows straight parallel lines with some 

small distortions representing the surface roughness and deviation from the CAD model.  

3.2.2 Stitching 

It was stated earlier that the new in-situ system uses two separate cameras since the 

 

 

Figure 3-2: a1) Projector pattern IPF1 for system1, b1) Projector pattern IPF2 for system2, a2) image of 

IPF1 captured by camera-1 and the inset showing the straight parallel line from camera-1 view, b2) image 

of IPF2 captured by camera-2 and the inset showing the straight parallel line from camera-2 view. 

object is large and due to its sharp slope, the field of view of one camera cannot fully cover 

all regions of interest. The addition of the second camera to the system adds a new 

complexity since data obtained from each camera is completely independent of the other. 

Therefore, there is a need to converge these data through a stitching process. 

Figure 3-3a shows the phase-map for system-1 using the 7-bucket phase shifting 

algorithm [26]. Data plotted in the solid line in Figure 3-3c corresponds to the highlighted 

trace on the phase-map. The trace is defined by an azimuthal angle with a range of 0.1 
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radians for the whole polar angle 𝜃 from zero to 
𝜋

2
 in a spherical coordinate system where 

its origin coincides with the origin of the coordinate system shown in Figure 3-1a, 

Similarly, Figure 3-3b shows the phase-map for system-2 and the trace used to perform the 

measurement that is plotted in the dotted line in Figure 3-3c. As Figure 3-3c shows, system- 

 

Figure 3-3: a) The phase-map from system1 with the trace used for the measurement and the stitching area 

(shown by a dotted line), b) the phase-map from system2 with the trace used for the measurement and the 

stitching area (shown by a dotted line), c) the measurement plots from system1 (solid line) and system2 

(dotted line), and d) the final plot after stitching. 

1 does not see the whole trace, and it only provides the measurement for 𝜃 ≥ 0.35 radians. 

On the other hand, system-2 does not provide reliable measurement in the regions with 

sharp slopes relative to the camera sensor plane (𝜃 greater than 1.3 radians). Therefore, a 

complete measurement over the full trace can only be achieved if these results are 

appropriately combined. However, due to different errors introduced by either system, 

which are caused by different geometrical parameters and lighting conditions of the 
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systems, they produce results with different accuracy for the overlapped area. Based on 

data analysis for this area, system-2 produces more reliable data up to 𝜃 = 1 𝑟𝑎𝑑 while 

system-1 produces more reliable data for 𝜃 > 1.3 𝑟𝑎𝑑. Hence, we stitch the results at the 

region of 1 ≤ 𝜃 ≤ 1.3 (the selected region in Figure 3-3c). This region is also 

circumscribed on both phase-maps by dotted-line boxes. To apply the stitching technique, 

we use the following formula:  

 𝑑𝑟 = (1 − 𝑊)𝑑𝑟2 + 𝑊 ×  𝑑𝑟1,           (3-1) 

where 𝑑𝑟1is the deviation of the radius measured from the form using system-1, 𝑑𝑟2 is the 

deviation of the radius measured by system-2, and W is a linear weight function defined 

as: 

{

𝑊(𝜃) = 0,                                 𝜃 < 1     
𝑊(𝜃) =  (𝜃 − 1)/0.3      1 ≤ 𝜃 ≤ 1.3

𝑊(𝜃) = 1,                                 𝜃 > 1.3  

           (3-2) 

The result of stitching by using the above formula and weighting function is 

demonstrated in Figure 3-3d.  

3.2.3 Finding the optimized trace 

As stated before, it is important that we find the best measurement trace 

corresponding to the best SNR to achieve the highest accuracy. Here we only use system-

1 to show the procedure; however, in our experiment, we use a similar procedure to find 

the best trace for system-2 as well.  

Figure 3-4a shows the camera image of an IPF1 pattern projected on the part. Four 

possible traces for the measurements are also shown, with the same azimuthal width of 0.1 

radians. Figure 3-4b shows the plots for 40 different measurements, ten measurements for 
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each trace. We will zoom into region-1 and region-2 for better observation of distinct 

features of each data set. For the polar angle, 𝜃, greater than 1 radian, the plot shows that  

 

Figure 3-4: a) The image of an IPF1 pattern from camera-1 with 4 traces, b) measurement result for dr(𝜃) 

from all traces shown in (a), c) zoom-in of area B1 in (a), d) zoom-in of area Y1 in (a), e) plot of signal 

powers in region-1 for all traces, f) zoom-in plot for region-1 in (b), g) plot of signal powers in region-2 for 

all traces, h) zoom-in plot for region-2 in (b). 
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the results of these four traces gradually diverge as 𝜃 becomes larger. B1, G1, R1 and Y1 

in Figure 3-4a are corresponding to region-1 circumscribed in 3-4b. Comparing all traces, 

we notice that as we go from trace Y to R, to G and finally to B, the SNR progressively 

improves. As an example, we present the results for traces B and Y as the closest and the 

farthest traces to the saturated horizontal line to compare the fringe quality in these regions. 

Figures 3-4c and 3-4d show the zoomed-in regions of B1 and Y1 respectively.  It is noticed 

that the visibility and fringe quality for the B1 region is qualitatively better than that of Y1. 

To see the effect of this, Figure 3-4e shows the plots of the signal powers in region-1 for 

traces B1 and Y1. The signal powers are calculated by taking the FFT over the lines shown 

in Figures 3-4c and 3-4d (as two examples), using Eq.3-3 as follows: 

𝑆𝑖𝑔𝑛𝑎𝑙 𝑝𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑟 = 10log (|𝐹𝐹𝑇|2)           (3-3)

 As a consequence of such a difference in fringe quality, B1 has a better SNR than 

Y1. We notice that the SNR decreases as the traces get closer to the horizontal line. In 

addition, comparison of Figures 3-4e and 4g shows as we approach the flat-base (increasing 

polar angle) the SNR decreases. The method used for calculating SNR is as follows: The 

signal peak powers are measured by averaging the signal over the interval of 6.5 to 7.5 

cycles/(image width). The noise is calculated by averaging over the interval of 8 to 11 

cycles/(image width). As a result, the decrease in the SNR from 4 dB for B1 to 2.5 dB for 

Y1 leads to an increase of ~50 microns in error for surface roughness (~10 microns for B1 

to ~60 microns for Y1). Figure 3-4f is the zoomed-in view of region-1 (B1 and Y1). 

Additionally, the signal peak powers in region-2 for B2 and Y2, Figure 3-4g, are 

much higher compared with those in region-1. Figure 3-4h is the zoomed-in plot of the 

measurements in region-2 for B2 and Y2. Unlike region-1, the traces provide more precise 
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and consistent results than provided in region-1, although region Y2 presents a slightly 

different roughness value compared to that of region B2. After calculation of SNR based 

on the same criteria used for region-1, the SNR for Y2 is 4 dB, whereas for B2 it is 14 dB. 

Considering the results of the signal to noise analysis of regions-1 and 2, trace B has a 

better SNR for a larger range of 𝜃 compared to the other traces; hence, we select trace B 

for system-1. In a similar process, we select the trace shown in Figure 3-3b for system-2.  

3.3 Results and discussion 

In this section, first, we look at the measurement results for the surface roughness 

and compare them to the reference data. Then we show the results of the repeatability and 

reproducibility tests, and finally, we present data obtained from the test part. 

3.3.1 Surface roughness measurement test 

As a part of the calibration step, we used the CMM data of the master-part and 

filtered out the high-frequency surface roughness to obtain the form. The high-frequency 

data, however, was not a good representation of the surface roughness of the master-part 

because the 3 mm sized tip cannot accurately probe high-frequency surface roughness. 

Thus, we decided to use a stylus profilometer with a 2-micron radius stylus to achieve a 

better reference for the surface roughness.  
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Figure 3-5: Surface roughness result and comparison with the reference data 

  

Figure 3-5 shows the plot of data from the IPF system (solid line) and the reference 

data obtained from a randomly selected trace on the part (dashed line).  As the plot in 

dashed line shows, the profilometer is only able to measure the roughness for the area 

closer to the top of the master-part where the part is almost flat. The inset is the zoomed-

in region where we have the reference data. It can be noted that the roughness provided by 

the IPF system is in good agreement with the reference data, however with some minor 

differences. In an area circumscribed by an oval, we see a sudden change or mismatch that 

is mostly due to the presence of some scratches. These scratches occurred on the surface 

of the master-part through the course of this research. The reference data comes from 

another randomly selected trace, and consequently, the effect of the scratch is not reflected 

on the reference data.  

3.3.2 Repeatability and reproducibility tests 

On-machine repeatability and reproducibility tests were performed considering 

various options available for the relative movement of the part with respect to the cutting 
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tool. During the machining, the “support" (Figure 3-1b) on which both the “cutter” and the 

IPF system are installed, is frequently moving so the cutter can shape the workpiece. These 

movements can cause backlash errors. Currently, lathe machines use ‘ball screws” to 

reduce or remove the backlash errors. After performing the repeatability test, however, we 

perform a series of tests to see how the backlash error affects our measurements. Finally, 

we measure a test part. 

Regarding the environmental conditions, other than the vibrational noises caused 

by other machines at the machine shop, the machine shop has a 24/7 temperature controller 

system keeping the temperature stable within 6 degrees Fahrenheit. Nevertheless, the 

measurements are done at different times of the day in order to notice if there is any thermal 

drift.  

 

Figure 3-6: Plot of dr measurements on the master-part as the repeatability test.  

We perform ten measurements on the master-part before moving the support and 

plot the results, Figure 3-6. These results represent a repeatability of less than 10 microns. 
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These plots will be analyzed in more detail when discussing results from before and after 

moving the support, Figures 3-8b and 3-9b. 

For the reproducibility test while having backlash error, the directions A, B, C, and 

D are used to move and bring the support back to its initial position before each 

measurement, Figure 3-7. The initial position is defined as the position of the support at 

the time of calibration. We perform five measurements in each direction. 

The results when moving along A and B do not show any noticeable change 

compared to the results before moving the support; however, we expect to see the backlash  

 

Figure 3-7: A schematic of the system on the machine showing the directions used for the reproducibility 

test. 

error to be more noticeable in region (i) shown in Figure 3-8a. Therefore, we zoom into 

this region for both before moving (Figure 3-8b) and after moving along A and B (Figure 

3-8c). To better distinguish the plots, we only plot 5 datasets in Figure 3-8b, although we 

conducted 10 measurements for the repeatability test. Both figures show a repeatability of 

better than 10 microns; however, Figure 3-8c also shows a shift of approximately 4 microns 

along the vertical axis as a result of thermal drift that has happened in between experiments. 
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There is not any noticeable backlash error separating the results of A from B. This means 

that the backlash error along these directions is smaller than 10 microns to be noticed. 

 

Figure 3-8: a) The region expected to show more backlash error while testing along A and B, b) the 

zoomed-in plot of region (i) before movement, and c) after movement along A and B 

 

 

Figure 3-9: a) The region expected to show more backlash error while testing along C and D, b) the 

zoomed-in plot of region (ii) before movement, and c) after movement along C and D 

Unlike A and B, the results of moving along C and D show a minor change 

compared to the result before movement. This change shows up in region (ii) (Figure 3-9a) 

wherein the backlash error is expected to be more noticeable along C and D; therefore, we 

zoom into this region for cases before moving (Figure 3-9b) and after moving along C and 

D (Figure 3-9c). Again, since plotting 10 datasets makes a crowded graph we only use 5 

datasets in Figure 3-9b. Figure 3-9c clearly shows a backlash error of about 4 microns 

separating the results of C from D. These results show the repeatability in region (ii) is 

approximately 2 microns since this region is far away from the flat base and offers better 

SNR.  This improved SNR which results in better accuracy helps to see the backlash and 
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the thermal drift errors as small as 2 microns in this region. Since the backlash error is 

caused by a lost motion in a mechanism caused by gaps between the parts, it can be avoided 

if the direction of motion is kept the same. Therefore, a specific direction to bring the 

support to the initial position for both the “calibration” and the “measurement” can be 

defined and be used if micron-level accuracy is needed. 

Comparing Figure 3-8b to Figure 3-8c and Figure 3-9b to Figure 3-9c clearly show 

that the results for surface roughness before and after movements are in good agreement. 

Table 3-1 is a summary of the results in Figures 3-8 and 3-9. 

Table 3-1: Summary of the results of measurement test along the directions A, B, C, and D. 

 
Backlash error (𝜇𝑚) 

Repeatability (𝜇𝑚) for 

regions (i) & (ii) 

A < 10 < 10 & 2 

B < 10 < 10 & 2 

C 4 ± 2 < 10 & 2 

D 4 ± 2 < 10 & 2 

 

The last test is to measures a defect on a test part as a deviation from the master-

part. The results in Figures 3-5, 3-8 and 3-9 have shown that the IPF system is capable of 

measuring the surface features as the sharp variations from the form; hence, we are 

interested in measuring a smooth deviation from the form.  

The final experiment procedure is as follows. The master-part and the IPF system 

are kept on the lathe following the system calibration step. We use the lathe to produce a 

parabolic defect that appears as a ring on the master-part, Figure 3-10a. Now our master-

part has become a test part that in every aspect it remains the same as the master-part except 

the parabolic defect. We apply the IPF technique, and as a result, the defect is clearly shown 

in the phase-map, Figure 3-10b. We perform ten measurements for the repeatability test, 

Direction  
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Figure 3-10: a) The test part, b) the phase-map of the test part and c) the result of 10 measurements 

showing the deviation from the form  

and the results for 5 randomly selected data sets are shown in Figure 3-10c. As is noticed, 

the defect is located in the region of polar angle, 𝜃, between 0.72 and 0.85 radians with 

approximately a maximum depth of 165 microns. The inset is a zoomed-in plot of the 

deepest part of the defect showing that the repeatability is approximately less than 10 

microns and the result is in good agreement with the reference CMM data in solid line. 

3.4 Conclusions 

In this paper, we have presented an in-situ Inverse Projected-Fringe system for the 

measurement of relatively large axisymmetric parts. This system uses two cameras and a 

single projector to have a large field of view that is needed to measure the whole part. A 
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method to fuse data from both cameras have been presented. We have introduced a method 

to find the best trace based on SNR analysis to achieve the highest accuracy. Using the best 

trace, we have performed repeatability and reproducibility tests and have shown that the 

Inverse Projected-Fringe system is capable of measuring the form and surface roughness 

simultaneously with an accuracy of better than 10 microns.  
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CHAPTER 4: A HYBRID INVERSE PROJECTED-FRINGE TECHNIQUE FOR 

INSPECTION OF PARTS WITH COMPLEX FORM GEOMETRIES3 
 

 

Abstract 

A hybrid inverse projected-fringe technique is proposed for an on-machine 

inspection of axisymmetric parts based on two previously known techniques: inverse 

projected-fringe technique by using optical modeling and inverse projected-fringe 

technique by using phase-map. Parts considered for this study are relatively large, have a 

large range of slopes and can have complex geometrical structures over an axisymmetric 

form. Producing inverse projected-fringe patterns for such parts using either the technique 

based on modeling or based on phase-map alone is a challenge. It is shown that a hybrid 

technique can be used to produce inverse projected-fringe patterns in two steps for such 

parts having a complex form structure on a large axisymmetric form.  

 

4.1 Introduction 

Inspection of form and surface profile are the everyday needs of industrial 

manufacturing and quality control. Currently, metrology tools which use structured light 

projection (SLP) are widely used for this purpose [1-3]. All these techniques are based on 

deriving height information from the fringe patterns deformed by the form and the surface 

profile of the object [4]. These fringe patterns and their correspondent phase-map play a 

key role in all these methods. In many industrial applications, the desired form is known, 

and the deviation from that form needs to be measured.  

                                                           
3 This paper is submitted to the Journal of Optics and Lasers in Engineering. 
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As an SLP technique, the Inverse Projected-Fringe (IPF) technique has shown some 

remarkable advantages to standard fringe projection technique –shortly called standard 

technique in this paper - when it comes to inspecting [5, 6] or measuring differences from 

a known form [7-9]. In this technique, the fringes to be projected, are adapted to the form 

of the part. Namely, the camera image of the projected fringes on the master-part shows 

straight parallel fringes as if the camera does not see the form. Therefore, any distortion 

caused by the deviation from the desired form can readily be measured.  

Producing IPF patterns is an inverse problem method. Expecting to see straight 

parallel fringes on the camera, one needs to have the camera-projector coordinate 

transformation function to trace back the pixels on the camera to the pixels on the projector. 

As a result, the IPF pattern can be calculated on the projector. In order to find the camera-

projector coordinate transformation function, Kalms et al. introduced an Inverse Projected-

Fringe technique using Phase-map (IPFP) [5, 6] - shortly called phase technique in this 

paper. They projected two orthogonally straight parallel fringes on the part similar to the 

standard technique. Knowing that the corresponding pixels on the camera and the projector 

have the same phase value, they calculated the camera-projector coordinate transformation 

function to produce the IPF patterns. This technique relies on the phase-map produced by 

the standard technique. In the regions with steep slope fringe concentration increases 

leading to additional pixelation error hence, in standard technique this becomes a dominant 

source of phase error [8]. Consequently, the camera-projector coordinate transformation 

function cannot be accurately found from the phase-maps to produce the IPF pattern for 

those regions. 
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Another Inverse Projected-Fringe technique that is based on optical Modeling 

(IPFM–shortly called modeling technique in this paper - has been shown to resolve this 

problem [7, 8]. The modeling technique relies on the optical modeling of the projector-

part-camera as a system to find the camera-projector coordinate transformation function. 

In this process, all system geometrical alignment parameters are required to be found. A 

pattern of dots is projected on the part in one of the steps and the coordinates of those dots 

on the camera sensor are obtained using an image processing algorithm.  

For a part that has a geometrically complex form in addition to a large axisymmetric 

form and a large range of slopes, neither of the above techniques can provide appropriate 

IPF patterns. The phase technique is not applicable because the part has steep slopes. Also, 

the modeling technique is not applicable since the complex geometrical form on the part 

makes it difficult if not impossible to determine the coordinates of the dots from the camera 

image.   

In this paper, we introduce a Hybrid Inverse Projected-Fringe (HIPF) technique - 

shortly called hybrid technique - relying on the advantages of both techniques to make the 

IPF pattern for such cases. The structure of this paper is as follows: In section 2, we discuss 

the steps needed to develop a Hybrid Inverse Projected-Fringe technique. In section 3, we 

discuss the results and finally conclude the article in section 4. 

4.2 Method 

A general procedure of the modeling technique is in the flowchart (left side) of 

Figure 4-1. A more detailed description of this process has been previously reported [8].  

The approach to finding the camera-projector coordinate transformation function is 

basically to model the optical system of projector-part-camera. The process is as follows: 
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1- Alignment and coarse measurement of geometrical system alignment parameters: 

An optical alignment is performed, and the geometrical system alignment 

parameters (distances, angles, decenters, etc.) are measured using conventional 

tools. 

2- Optimization of system alignment parameters using CAD model: In this step, the 

system’s geometrical alignment parameters are fine-tuned as follows: Initially, a 

pattern of dots is projected on the master-part and the camera image is captured. 

Next, an image processing algorithm is used to label all well-defined dots on the 

camera image and their corresponding dots on the projector pattern. Then the 

coordinates of these dots are used in an optimization routine for fine-tuning the 

system alignment parameters along with coarse measured alignment parameters as 

initial parameters for optimization routine.  

3- Producing camera-projector coordinate transformation function: The fine-tuned 

system parameters are used in the optical modeling to calculate the camera-

projector coordinate transformation function.  

4- Producing projector IPF patterns: The desired intensity patterns are defined (in 

this case straight parallel sinusoidal fringes) which is expected to be seen by the 

camera. The values of the IPF pattern (matrix) to be projected is calculated using 

the camera-projector coordinate transformation function and the camera desired 

intensity pattern. The IPF pattern is projected on the object, and the camera captures 

the images.   

5- Calibration: The phase-map of the projected IPF patterns on the master-part is 

calculated, and the differential phase-map caused by the changes from the CAD 
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model is measured. Having the differential phase-map and the CMM data of the 

master-part the calibration coefficient matrix is calculated.  

6- Measurement/Inspection: If the master-part is replaced by a test part, then the 

differential phase-map caused by the changes from the CAD model can be 

measured. 

 

Figure 4-1: Shows the flowcharts for the modeling technique (IPFM) on the left side, the phase technique 

(IPFP) on the right side, and the hybrid technique (HIPF) shown with the dashed arrows. 

A general procedure of the phase technique is in the flowchart (right side) of Figure 

4-1, and the detailed procedure is reported by Li et al. [6]. Unlike the modeling technique, 

the approach to finding the camera-projector coordinate transformation function is 

primarily projecting orthogonal fringe patterns and mapping the phase-maps on the camera 

to the phase-maps of the fringe patterns on the projector. Straight parallel sinusoidal fringe 

patterns are projected (similar to standard technique) on the part, and the camera images 

are captured. The rest of the process of the phase technique is as follows: 
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1- Absolute phase measurement: The camera phase-maps of the projected fringe 

patterns are calculated.  

2- Finding camera-projector coordinate transformation function: Knowing that 

the corresponding pixels on the projector and on the camera have the same 

phase, the camera-projector coordinate transformation function is calculated. 

This corresponds the camera coordinates to the projector coordinates. 

3- Producing projector IPF patterns: Similar to the modeling technique, the 

desired intensity pattern is defined (in this case straight parallel sinusoidal 

fringes) which is expected to be seen by the camera. The values of the IPF 

pattern is calculated using the camera-projector coordinate transformation 

function and the camera desired intensity pattern. The IPF patterns are projected 

on the object, and the images are captured by the camera.   

4- Image processing: The recorded intensities are still changed by the properties 

of the setup (e.g. surface color, reflectivity …). They can be processed in order 

to extract 𝐼𝑐𝑜𝑠, the cosine part of the intensity. 

5- Inspection: Using 𝐼𝑐𝑜𝑠, the differential phase-map (changes from master to test 

part) is evaluated. 

 

As described above, the phase technique fully relies on the phase-map acquired 

from the standard technique in the first step; hence, this technique is not applicable for the 

cases that standard technique does not provide an appropriate phase-map. 

It was previously mentioned, for parts with large form, large varying slopes, and an 

additional complex geometrical form, neither of the above techniques can provide 
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appropriate IPF patterns. As an example, we have previously shown that for an object with 

the hemispherical CAD model, Figure 4-2a, obtaining the phase-map by using standard 

technique is not accurate for steep slope regions [8] - regions in which the height changes 

fast compared with the effective wavelength. Also, in some regions, the algorithm fails to 

calculate the phase-map due to fringe density. Since the phase technique utilizes the 

standard technique to produce the phase-map, it is not applicable for parts with such 

characteristics. On the other hand, the modeling technique could overcome this problem 

and provide IPF patterns for such parts [8]. 

 

Figure 4-2: Shows a) a CAD model of a hemispherical part, b) a CAD model of a part with a sinusoidal form 

superimposed on a hemispherical form, c) a part made based on the CAD model in (b), and d) the form 

deviation of the part in (c) in comparison with the hemispherical CAD model in (a). 

In order to resolve this limitation, we introduce a Hybrid Inverse Projected Fringe 

technique that utilizes the advantages of both techniques. Namely, the hybrid technique 

compensates the whole form in two stages. In the first stage, we use the modeling technique 
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to eliminate the large and slow varying form (in this case an axisymmetric hemispherical 

form). It will be done by using the CAD model of the large form without the complex form 

structure. This will remove the effect of the large axisymmetric form. In the next stage, the 

phase technique is utilized, but this time we use the high-quality phase-map acquired from 

the first stage as the input phase-map to the phase technique. As a result, we can calculate 

the camera-projector coordinate transformation function that is needed to produce the IPF 

patterns. The rest is as described earlier, Figure 4-1. 

The flowchart in Figure 4-1 shows how the two techniques (the phase and the 

modeling techniques) are utilized in the hybrid technique. To better describe the flowchart 

and demonstrate this technique we designed a test part shown in Figure 4-2b with a large 

hemispherical form and superimposed on it a sinusoidal structure. Figures 4-2c and 4-2d 

show this part and a plot demonstrating the part deviation from the hemispherical form, 

Figure 4-2a. We should note that this part is made for the purpose of demonstrating the 

hybrid technique. 

In the first stage, we start with the modeling technique by aligning the optical 

system and measuring the system geometrical alignment parameters.  Step 2 is not needed 

for inspection purpose since we focus only on measuring the deviation of test part from the 

CAD model (or master part) and our aim is not to make the complete measurement of the 

form. Consequently, we use the coarse measured values of the system geometrical 

alignment parameters from step 1 as the inputs to the optical modeling of step 3. After 

optical modeling in step 3 and calculating the camera-projector coordinate transformation 

function, in step 4, we produce the intermediate IPF patterns expected to compensate for 
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the large form. This step reduces the fringe density in the areas with steep slopes. Figure 

4-3a shows an intermediate IPF pattern as a result of the first stage. 

We project the intermediate IPF patterns on the part and take the camera images. 

Figure 4-3b shows a camera image of a projected intermediate IPF pattern on the master-

part. The inset on the sharp slope shows that the fringes are not concentrated on the steep 

slope region as a result of compensation of the large (hemispherical) form, however, the 

fringes are not perfectly straight due to the sinusoidal form. As a consequence, the resultant 

phase-map, Figure 4-3c, shows that the large (hemispherical) form is compensated and the 

sinusoidal form is left to be compensated. 

 

Figure 4-3: Shows a) an intermediate IPF pattern produced in the first stage of the hybrid technique, b) a 

camera image of an intermediate IPF pattern, and c) the resultant phase-map from the intermediate IPF 

patterns. 

In the second stage of the hybrid technique, we utilize the phase technique, but 

instead of using the phase-map from standard technique, we use the intermediate IPF 

phase-map. The rest of the process for the hybrid technique is the same as that of the phase 

technique.  

4.3 Results and discussions 

In order to demonstrate how the system can be used for inspection, we introduce 

two defects in two different regions of the part.  Two small pieces of a standard 127-micron 

thick flat wire are attached on a shallow slope and a steep slope region. The locations of 
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those defects are shown in Figure 4-4a. The insets show the camera zoomed-in images of 

the defects where label 1 and label 2 correspond to the defects on the shallow slope and the 

steep slope regions. As a result of the hybrid technique, Figure 4-4b shows that the large 

(hemispherical) form, as well as the sinusoidal form, are compensated on the differential 

phase-map, while the locations of the defects are pronounced. The result of performing 10 

phase measurements shows that the 127-micron defect (equivalent to 724 mrad (defect 1) 

and 881 mrad (defect 2) in the phase-map) is inspected on the shallow slope area (defect 1) 

with the standard deviation of 3 microns (equivalent to 17 mrad) and on the steep slope 

area (defect 2) with the standard deviation of 6 microns (equivalent to 42 mrad). 

 

Figure 4-4: Shows a) the locations of the defects on the master-part and the insets are the zoomed-in images 

of the defects from camera view, and b) the defects locations pronounced on the differential phase-map. 

 

It must be noted that the difference between the phase values of defect 1 and defect 

2 is due to the different calibration coefficients in those regions [8]. Also, defect 2 on the 

steep slope region has a smaller SNR than that of defect 1 which leads to a higher error and 

greater standard deviation compared to that of defect 1 on the shallow slope region [8, 9]. 
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4.4 Conclusion 

We have introduced a hybrid inverse projected-fringe (HIPF) technique for the 

inspection of axisymmetric parts. Parts considered for this study are relatively large, have 

a large range of slopes and furthermore, have additional complex geometrical form 

structure. The HIPF technique utilizes two previously known techniques: Inverse 

Projected-Fringe technique by using optical modeling (IPFM) and Inverse Projected-

Fringe technique by using phase-map (IPFP). We have shown the HIPF technique can 

produce inverse projected-fringe patterns in two steps. First, the HIPF technique 

compensates for the large form using the IPFM technique. Next, it compensates for the 

additional complex form using the IPFP technique. This technique is applicable to many 

complex forms and the part presented in this paper is an example chosen for the purpose 

of experimental demonstration. 
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CHAPTER 5: CONCLUSIONS 

 

In this dissertation we have reported an effort to develop an in-situ measurement 

technique based on fringe projection for the measurement of axisymmetric objects having 

highly specular surfaces, large dimensions, and large varying slopes. By emphasizing the 

challenges that standard fringe projection technique has in measuring those objects, we 

have developed an inverse projected-fringe technique which tackles those challenges and 

provides a more accurate measurement compare to the standard technique. It has been 

shown that this technique can be used for both measurement and inspection purposes.  

The proposed inverse projected-fringe technique is based on computer modeling of 

the optical system using the CAD model and a master-part. Using this technique, the 

inverse fringe patterns are produced, and the best measurement trace – which is passing 

through the symmetrical axis of the part and offering the best signal to noise ratio - is found. 

The deviation from a CAD model or a master-part can be measured with an accuracy of 

better than 10 microns for the part with a radial dimension of about 10 cm. It has been 

shown that the signal to noise ratio and the repeatability of the system is improved by this 

technique, compared to the standard fringe projection technique, particularly for steep 

slope areas.  

We have reported the development of an in-situ system based on the proposed 

Inverse Projected-Fringe technique for the measurement of form and surface profile of 

axisymmetric objects. Two cameras and a single projector have been used in this system 

to have a large field of view needed to measure the whole part. We have used a method to 

converge and fuse the data from both cameras. Taking advantage of axisymmetric 
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characteristic, we have introduced a method to find the best trace based on SNR analysis 

to achieve the highest accuracy. Having the best trace, we have performed repeatability 

and reproducibility tests and have shown that this technique is capable of measuring the 

form and surface roughness simultaneously with an accuracy of better than 10 microns. 

Finally, we have introduced a Hybrid Inverse Projected-Fringe (HIPF) technique 

for inspection of axisymmetric parts having complex surface structures in addition to large 

dimensions and large varying slopes. The HIPF technique utilizes the Inverse Projected-

Fringe technique based on Modeling (IPFM), Chapter 2, and the Inverse Projected-Fringe 

technique based on using Phase-map (IPFP) [25]. We have shown that the hybrid technique 

can produce inverse projected-fringe patterns in two steps. First, it compensates for the 

large form using the IPFM technique. Next, it compensates for the complex form structure 

using the IPFP technique. The inspection capability of the hybrid technique has been 

demonstrated. 

 The inverse projected-fringe system developed in this work is designed for a part 

with the size of about 10 cm. In order to develop such a system for a larger part, the field 

of view needs to be increased to cover the whole measurement trace while keeping the 

accuracy high. This can be achieved using a few IPF based subsystems into one 

measurement unit and incorporating a photogrammetry technique to fuse data from 

different subsystems in a global coordinate system.  

Instead of using the hybrid method presented in Chapter 4 it is also possible to 

expand the application domain of the IPFM technique for parts having complex geometries. 

In that case an optimization method is needed that utilizes multiple patterns projected on 

the part in addition to the original CAD model. 
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